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Amazing Minecraft Math: Cool Math Activity Book For Minecrafters (Minecraft Activity Books) (Volume 1)
Synopsis

Next Level 2 book is available! Book Link: .com/dp/1519327102 Limited Time Discount! (Regular $11.99 ) The #1 Unofficial Minecraft Math Coloring Book! Amazing Minecraft Math Coloring Book: Fun by learning math via Minecraft Drawings for Kids is a great way to spend your free time. This book will keep children entertained for hours. It also serves as a fantastic gift for any occasion. Inside you will find: Drawings of your favorite minecraft characters Drawings of Minecraft Monsters and Animals Pictures of Minecraft Food Pictures of Action scenes ... and much, much more! Make these drawings come to life using your imagination, pencils and markers! Try the second book after this! NOT OFFICIAL MINECRAFT PRODUCT. NOT APPROVED BY OR ASSOCIATED WITH MOJANG
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Customer Reviews

I purchased this as a Christmas gift for my boyfriend's son, so he hasn't used it yet, and I hope he likes it. He loves Minecraft but needs some more educational, but fun activities, so this book is a GREAT idea in theory. However, I could only give it 3 stars for two reasons. First, the equations are super small. For someone young enough to still be practicing simple addition and subtraction, it should be a little easier to read. But my biggest concern is the color list. Nothing at all is mentioned in the description about how custom the color list is, and there is not a specific brand of pencils or crayons listed in the product description, or in the book, but the required colors list is very VERY specific. I guess because this wasn't mentioned in the description, I assumed it was something a basic 24 or even 64-pack of crayons could handle, but I was definitely wrong. There are 25 required
colors, and instead of generic colors like "sky blue, dark green, and yellow-orange" they all appear to be the names of Prismacolor pencils. If you’re familiar with Prismacolors. A 24-pack of these pencils is over double the cost of this book and only contains FIVE of the colors required. You would either have to spend nearly a hundred dollars on a huge pack of these PROFESSIONAL GRADE pencils to match the colors, or find a store that sells the pencils individually and purchase the entire set for about $40. I understand that a lot of artistic kids could easily improvise these colors, but if your child has any focus issues, learning disabilities, or behavioral disorders, that may be more than they should need to handle while practicing math. Many kids need these types of books to be simple and straightforward.
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